AWARDS CRITERIA
Awards for HOBY Affiliate Corporations
Awards are based upon overall performance and the completion of milestones in the areas of Management, Finance,
Program and Public Relations. Corporate Boards that meet the required criteria qualify as either Superior or Outstanding.
Recognition indicates that HOBY believes the awarded Corporate Boards are the models for all corporations.
Awards for Leadership Seminar Chairpersons
Leadership Seminars are evaluated in 5 categories: Seminar Management, Finance/Fundraising, Program, Team Leadership
and Recruitment. Seminars that capture all five categories by meeting the criteria qualify as "Outstanding"; those that
capture any 4 of the 5 categories qualify as "Superior"; and those that capture any 3 of the 5 qualify as "Excellent."
Awards for Alumni Advisors
Alumni Programs are evaluated based upon a point system awarded for Management, Development, and Other Activities.
To receive an Outstanding Alumni Association Award a total of 45 points must be earned; for the Superior Award a total of
35 points; and the Excellence Award a total of 25 points.
Awards for CLeW Directors
Awards for the Directors of the Community Leadership Workshops (CLeWs) are based upon successful completion and
management of CLeWs. Sites that hold 5 CLeWs with a total of 150 or more students in attendance qualify as
“Outstanding”; sites that hold 4 CLeWs with a total of 120 or more students in attendance qualify as “Superior”; sites that
hold 3 CLeWs with a total of 90 or more students in attendance qualify as “Excellent.”
Awards for Directors of Recruitment
Leadership Seminars are acknowledged for their hard work to serve more and more deserving students each year. Awards
for the Directors of Recruitment are given to those seminars that achieve 100% of their student recruitment goal for the year.
Superlatives
Superlatives are designed to acknowledge special achievements made by a site. These objective, measurable achievements
that are not included in or rewarded by other awards. The superlative award will be in the form of a certificate and is
announced at the annual Training Institute.

